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Three keys to 115-104 loss to Celtics 

By Chris Vivlamore 

BOSTON -- A look at the three key elements of the Hawks’ 115-104 loss to the Celtics Wednesday: 

What height disadvantage? Yes, the Hawks are hurt. They were missing Paul Millsap, Pero Antic and 

Gustavo Ayon to a big man group that is already without Al Horford. But the Celtics played with thinned 

ranks as well. They were minus centers Jared Sullinger and Kelly Olynyk. 

 

Still, the Celtics had advantages in several categories including field goals attempted (90-76), total 

rebounds (46-29) and offensive rebounds (14-6). 

 

The Hawks will be hard-pressed to win a game when the opponent has 14 more shot attempts. 

 

“To be honest, I don’t think offense was our problem,” Hawks coach Mike Budenholzer said. “We had 

(104) points. It was defensively where we miss Paul and some of our big guys. And on the boards is 

where we miss him. I don’t think we were necessarily forcing the ball anywhere. I though the offense 

was OK. It’s just defensively, collectively, we’ve got to find a way to get it done.” 

 

The effort came a night after the Hawks hung with the big and physical Bulls for much of that loss, which 

came down to several late turnovers. 

 

“(Tuesday the Bulls) were big,” Jeff Teague said. “I think we did a better job (Tuesday) of gang 

rebounding and giving a better effort. We just have to come together and do whatever we need to do to 

get a win.” 

 

Jerryd Bayless: The Hawks allowed guard Jerryd Bayless, just inserted into the starting lineup, to score a 

game- and season-high 29 points. He went 5 of 8 from 3-point range hitting several big shots each time 

the Hawks made a rally. Bayless hit four from long-range in the third quarter. 

 

“He just made shots,” Teague said. “Sometimes you start out with the mid-range shot. When you start 

hitting those, the 3-pointers become a little (easier). You start seeing the basket a little bigger. That’s 

what happened. Once he got rolling, he was hard to contain.” 

 

Long droughts: It has happened much of the year. The Hawks go through long stretches were they 

struggle offensively and defensively. It has been magnified during this recent run of 10 losses in 11 

games. 

 

The Hawks stormed out to a 15-point lead in the first quarter. They were playing with pace, moving the 

ball, scoring easy baskets. However, the huge advantage would not last. 

 

The Celtics went on a 17-4 run to close the first quarter and cut their deficit to just two points. The run 

continued to start the second quarter as they used an 8-2 run on the strength of three straight baskets 

by Bayless. The total was a 25-6 run between the quarters and the Hawks played from behind most of 

the game. 



“We gave up a 15-point lead,” DeMarre Carroll said. “We should have stepped on their neck then. Too 

many turnovers. They got their rhythm and when a team gets its rhythm at home, they can come back.” 

 


